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During recent centuries Norway spruce (Picea
abies [L.] Karst.) was often favored in forest 
restoration activities in many Central, Northern 
and Eastern European countries due to easy 
management and expected high economic return.

Today, the range of Norway spruce dominated 
forests is largely determined by former 
management practices rather than by natural 
factors and reaches far beyond its assumed 
range in Ukraine and Germany. 

In Central and Eastern Europe Norway spruce is 
currently facing unprecedented threats by abiotic 
and biotic stressors due to the low resilience and 
adaptability of Norway spruce to climate change.

This underpins its vulnerability to climate 
warming, hence, giving reason to question the 
size of the climate change mitigation potential of 
the future forests.
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NOTE

The SURGE-Pro 
Project started as a 
trilateral research 
project with partners 
from Ukraine, Russia &
Germany. The trilateral 
cooperation ended 
February 24th, 2022 with 
the Russian invasion and
war against Ukraine. The 
project continued into a 
bilateral research project 
with adjusted research 
questions, new members
and revised working packages.

In consequence, we hypothesize:

1. that current trends in growth and 
productivity, and in mortality and 
regeneration of Norway spruce in 
Western Ukraine and Southwest 
Germany are indicative of a non-
sustainable development

2. that adjusted management practice 
can stabilise Norway spruce forests so 
that they can continue to contribute 
to adaptation and mitigation of climate 
change
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in Western Ukraine, Leningrad, Novgorod, and Pskov region in Northwest Russia, and Baden-Württem-
berg in Southwest Germany. The project will make use of results from former studies (Alekseev 2018, 
2019, Alekseev et al. 2019b, FAO 2012, Kändler & Cullmann 2014, Lavnyy & Spiecker 2007, Lioubimow 
et al. 1998, Päivinen et al. 1999). The forest survey data will provide the basic input for the forest 
growth simulation (Fig. 2).  
 
 
 

 

 
Forest growth data 
Through the measurement of increment cores and the analysis of the tree-ring data it is possible to 
achieve a quantitative retrospective view into the growth dynamics of trees. The sampling will be de-
signed in a way that in combination with proper data analysis and modelling, scaling-up the growth 
data to the stand-level will be possible. We aim at covering a period of several decades with data on 
tree growth including most recent years. The primary aim of the retrospective analysis of the data on 
forest growth is to parameterize regional-specific updated forest growth functions to be implemented 
in the forest growth simulator (Fig. 2). Together with the satellite data, the data on forest growth serve 
as well as input for the GIS data base (Fig. 2), where remotely sensed information on tree and stand 
vitality and mortality rates will be spatially and temporally linked to the forest growth data. 
 
Satellite data 
Increased availability of remotely sensed data (e.g., satellite data) on the state of forests on large spa-
tial extents and on timely basis offers new possibilities for the use of these data in forest-based land-
use management. Applications of satellite data include, assessment of land forest cover, of forest land 
use, of forest resources, of forest health, as well as forest mapping (e.g., Masek et al. 2008, Soenen et 
al. 2010, Ivits et al. 2014, Hasenauer et al. 2017). Prerequisites to these applications are, (i) the availa-
bility and accessibility of respective digital data, (ii) the possibility to manage the data in a relational 
database, and, (iii) the availability of efficient software tools to screen and analyze the data. Relevant 
multi-temporary satellite data (from the 1980ies up to most recent) are publicly available, can be freely 

Figure 2: Process diagram indicating the partner regions, data streams, work flows and type as well as 
sequence of work packages (WP ① to ⑦). Solid dark blue arrows indicate that outputs from WP2 (up-
dated growth data) and WP4 (updated mortality data) provide input to WP5. Dashed contour lines in the 
vertical box-list on the right-hand side indicate, that due to capacity limitations within the framework of 
the project these items will only be dealt with at lower level of detail. 
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GE

*GE refers to southwest Germany
*UA refers to western Ukraine

area stock threatened by
1000
ha

m3/ha storm insects drought disease

UA 533 358 x x x xx
GE 298 438 xx x . .

modelled using EFISCEN
• ongoing work
• currently: actual status extrapolated 
• still missing: 

Ø harvest specification
Ø area loss
Ø change in growth pattern
Ø missing mortality

Increment Core Sampling:

UA: 250+ increment cores of 52 
sites along altitudinal gradient

GE: 83 increment cores of 12 sites 
along altitudinal gradient

=> extract growth pattern for 
adjustment of growth function 
according to environmental factors

EFISCEN - Modelling
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Table 1: Example of basic input data. 

Age class Area 

(ha) 

Growing stock 

(m3 ha-1) 

Net annual increment 
(m3 ha-1 yr-1) 

0-20 567560 14 1.63 

21-40 348815 89 6.88 

41-60 165344 158 7.33 

61-80 219372 183 6.21 

81-100 254784 200 5.32 

101-120 142557 199 4.35 

121-140 53705 180 3.34 

141-160 17692 181 2.76 

>160 7663 226 2.55 

 

 
Figure 2: The area matrix approach (modified after Nilsson et al. 1992), with possible movements of 
area over the matrix, representing different processes. 

 

To keep the required initialization data to a minimum, only the area and the mean growing stock volume 
per age-class are retained. Therefore, the volume distribution over age-classes (matrix columns) is not 
based on the initialization data, but is generated by an empirically based function. For the probability 
density function, EFISCEN uses an Edgeworth approximation series (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965): 
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and where x denotes the point of interest where the probability density needs to be calculated (volume 

per hectare); im  is the mean volume in age class i (from the inventory data); si is the assumed standard 
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Forest Growth
Thinning and Harvest 
according to NFI data, 
management rules
and expert knowledge

5-years relative volume increment

age UA GE
Thinning 21 - 60 21 - 80
Final cut 51 - 130 61 - 160

Harvest Data

Satellite Data
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The left part of this equation is the cumulative of the 10 volume classes. VCW1 (also known in previous 
descriptions as X1) is set by the user. If the ratio between VCW1 and VCL10 is 10, the volume classes 
will be of equal width (R=1). In other cases, higher volume classes will be larger (ratio below 10, R>1) 
or smaller (ratio above 10, R<1). However, due to the way this is implemented in the code, R is restricted 
to the range between 1 and 2. Therefore, volume classes are either equidistant or of increasing width. 
Another consequence is that VCL10 is overruled in cases where R should have been lower than 1. This 
means that the maximum volume per hectare that can be reached is increased.  
 
By assigning the average volume of a certain volume class to all area in that class, it is implicitly 
assumed that the area is uniformly distributed within a class. This will cause a small deviation in the 
calculated average volume overall volume classes within one age class compared to the average volume 
in the input data. If the deviation is larger than 1 m3 ha-1, the distribution is adapted. If the calculated 
volume is too high, a certain fraction of the highest volume class is moved one class down. If all area 
of the highest volume class is moved and the difference is still larger than 1 m3 ha-1, a certain fraction 
of the area in the next highest volume class will be moved. This procedure is repeated until the 
difference is less than 1 m3 ha-1. In case the calculated volume is too low, areas are moved upward in a 
similar way, starting from the lowest volume class. 
 

2.3 Increment 
In EFISCEN, growth dynamics are simulated by shifting proportions of the area in the matrix from one 
cell to another. Each five-year time step, the area in each cell will move up one age class. Part of the 
area will also move up one volume class. When area reaches the highest volume class it will remain 
there until it is harvested, i.e. it cannot grow anymore. Growth dynamics are incorporated as five year 
net annual increment as a percentage of the growing stock. The growth functions of the model are of 
the following type: 
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where Ivf is the five-year volume increment as a percentage of the growing stock; T age of the stand in 
years; and a0, a1 and a2 coefficients. The coefficients for the growth functions are usually estimated 
from inventory data, or alternatively from yield tables. If this function would be directly applied to the 
matrix cells, increment would be directly proportional to the average volume in a certain volume class. 
However, this would give unrealistic increments for both very high and very low volume classes. 
Therefore a correction factor is introduced: 
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where Iva is the five-year percent volume increment for actual standing volume; Ivf is the five-year 
percent volume increment given by equation 5; VoT is the optimal standing volume at age T; Va is the 
actual standing volume (m3 ha-1); and Beta a parameter which describes the relation between the relative 
standing volume and the relative volume increment (see Nilsson et al. 1992). From studies of this 
relationship in yield tables and other data, the value of the parameter ranges from 0.25 to 0.45, 
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Acquisition of
Ø Landsat images
Ø Sentinel images

time: 1980/2015 – 2020
space: western UA (Carpathian 
mountains) and 
southwest Germany (Black forest)

extraction and standardisation of 
vegetation indices (NDVI / EVI)

processing by Google Earth-Engine

=> Forest Growth Adjustment

Combining remote sensing data with the sample plot 
increment core data, we aim at extracting 
information on modified forest growth

Right now, this working package is ongoing.

=> Mortality / area loss in Norway spruce

We aim at generating data with respect to mortality 
in Norway spruce. 

Right now, this working package is ongoing.

• multiple biotic and abiotic threats
• loss in area and stock
• in GE harvest ratio above the sustainability 

condition (due to planned forest conversion)


